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There are many reasons why a branch library location might need to close temporarily.  
At Ohio State those reasons have included renovation, consolidation, and recarpeting, and 
the only common characteristic noted was that no two closings are exactly alike.   
 
III’s FAQ on CSDirect should be used as a starting point, but there are multiple ways to 
achieve the same thing and individual circumstances might require adaptation.   For 
example, the FAQ does not address issues that INN-Reach institutions need to consider. 
 
Communication is critical to success, and the parties who need to be kept informed 
include library staff (post messages on the Main menu screen with a reminder to staff not 
to override blocks and send announcement to any available internal listserv), staff in 
other libraries (post message on the Main menu on OPAC and send announcement to any 
available listserv), as well as the public (post message on the Main menu on OPAC, 
posters, various listservs).  The patrons who will be most impacted by the closing of the 
branch (especially graduate students who might need access to specialized collections) 
should be advised well in advance so they can check out materials that they might need 
later. 
 
There are a variety of tables that need to be updated, all of which are accessed through 
“alter system parameters.”  Which tables are to be updated depends upon the nature of the 
closing and the services to be offered while the location is closed (not all of the following 
tables need to be altered in all cases, but this is a checklist to be sure nothing is missed). 
 
The Annual Calendar of Days Closed can prevent days closed from being used as due 
dates while the location is closed.  It should be updated well in advance of closing (before 
loan period will assign closed dates as due dates), and you should let staff know it has 
been altered so they don’t ‘fix’ due dates using overrides. 
 
The Branch Address table needs to be updated if notices are printed at this location 
since this is the address that appears as a return address for circulation notices.  If 
location isn’t physically moving or if notices are printed centrally, no change is needed. 
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If the location prints its own circulation notices, the value of the Circulation address 
number to the location where notices will be printed while the location is closed needs to 
be altered on the Branch (Location) Code table.  If notices are printed centrally, no 
change is needed.  You can alter the OPAC display for the item location codes 
temporarily to be sure patrons know items are not accessible, for example, change “VET 
Stacks” to “VET Closed until Apr 1.” 
 
If reserve or other special collections are being moved to a different collection for access, 
update the Locations Served table to prevent items from going into IN TRANSIT status 
at checkin.  If no items are relocated temporarily while the location is closed no change is 
needed. 
 
The Maintain branch request order table needs to be adjusted to change the priority 
level if title-level holds are allowed (see User Manual record # 102617). 
 
Remove the location from the Hold Pickup Locations table to prevent patrons from 
selecting the location as a pickup site.  Make sure staff know not to key in the closed 
location when placing holds through the staff mode. 
 
About 2 weeks before close, send a message to the Help Desk asking that they add all 
item location codes that appear on the rule determiner table for the closed location to the 
Request Rule table to prevent the items from being requestable.  Make sure your 
message includes the date and time of closing (including time zone), the date changes 
need to be reversed, and a reminder to update both PACs if yours is a two PAC site.  Just 
before the location closes send a reminder to the customer service representative who was 
assigned to the call (as a precaution, copy the Help Desk since they will know if the tech 
is out for some reason).  Include the III tracking number and the date the changes need to 
be reversed.   
 
About 2 weeks before close, send a message to Help desk asking the Union Databases 
Group to remove the location from the INN-Reach Pickup Locations table.  Include in 
your message the date and time the location is to be removed as well as the date the 
changes need to be reversed.  A different III tracking number and customer service 
representative will be assigned; just before close send a reminder to this Union Databases 
Group customer service representative name (as above, copy the Help Desk) and include 
the date changes need to be reversed. 
 
To make items non-requestable remember that the same thing can be accomplished in 
multiple ways; what you choose depends upon the number of items that need to be non-
requestable or the services you want to offer while closed.  Also remember that INN-
Reach institutions have special considerations.  OSU Libraries has used some of these 
methods but not all. 
 
Option 1: update status code 
The advantage to using this method is that you don’t need to update a lot of different 
tables.  Disadvantages are that timing is critical: all codes must be updated just before 



closing and again just after re-opening which not only becomes more difficult to do the 
greater the number of records to be updated, but it becomes hazardous when there are so 
many updates that the transaction file backs up.  Additionally, you need to remember that 
staff can use overrides to place holds in the circulation mode and should be reminded not 
to do so. 
 
If your collection is small and you elect to use this method, first be sure you have a “temp 
unavailable” status code.  Collect a review file of circulating items with “available” status 
and update the status of them to “temp unavailable” just before closing.  Retain the 
review file until the location re-opens so the same records can be updated back again 
after the location re-opens. 
 
Option 2: suppress items 
The advantage and disadvantages using this method are the same as for Option 1. 
 
If your collection is small and you elect to use this method, collect a review file of items 
associated with the closed location and change the suppression code so items don’t 
appear to public.  Retain the review file until the location re-opens so same records can 
be changed back again after the location re-opens. 
 
Option 3: update item type  
The advantage to using this method is that holds are blocked both locally and centrally 
for INN-Reach sites and that the changes can be made progressively over a period of 
weeks rather than within a short window of time immediately before close and again 
before re-opening.  This is doubly important to INN-Reach sites since it not only reduces 
the stress on the local transaction file but also prevents transactions from backing up at 
other INN-Reach sites.  The disadvantage is that it is more complicated. 
 
Whether or not an INN-Reach item can circulate is dependent upon only two factors: the 
item type and the status code.  To place a hold on an INN-Reach item it must be mapped 
to a circulating item type in the central database AND the status must be available; 
therefore, one of those must be changed to prevent holds.   
 
Create a “temp monograph” item type several weeks before close and add the new code 
to the Rule Determiner table wherever the “regular” monograph code appears.  Ask the 
INN-Reach coordinator at the central site to map the new item type to the INN-Reach 
circulating item type.  Collect a review file of all circulating monographs for the closing 
location and change the item type to the newly created “temp monograph” item type in 
small batches to avoid backing up local and central transaction files; finish before day of 
closing. 
 
At the end of day on the day before closing, ask INN-Reach coordinator to change the 
mapping of the “temp monograph” item type so it is now mapped to the INN-Reach non-
circulating item type.  That is, the items are mapped to the circulating (requestable) INN-
Reach item type when we want to receive INN-Reach holds and mapped to the non-
circulating (non-requestable) INN-Reach item type when we want to block INN-Reach 
holds.  The status will still be available, but the system will not accept a hold request. 



 
OTHER TASKS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

a. Consider leaving the status of newly received books as “in process” to 
block holds.  If you allow holds on “in process” items, they can be 
honored at checkin after re-opening if you leave status as “in process”. 

 
b. Remember that the original item type is restored when an item is removed 

from course reserve, so items removed after monographs are updated to 
“temp monograph” might become requestable unless the item type is 
changed to the non-requestable item type. 

 
c. View outstanding holds just before close to find and resolve as many as 

possible before closing.  Consider moving items still on the holdshelf to a 
different location for pickup. 

 
d. Arrange for items returned at other locations to be stored somewhere until 

they can be checked in after the location re-opens. 
 

e. If you are merging or consolidating multiple branches into one and are 
changing branch location codes as a result, remember that the changes go 
into the Record Links program (if purchased), so you should do them in 
small batches to prevent the transaction file from backing up. 

 
f. No checklist is ever complete! 
 

RECOVERY 
a. Remove messages on Main Menu screens 
 
b. Reverse changes made to all local tables as necessary.  

 
a. If OPAC display was changed for location codes, restore original 
b. If Locations served table was altered, reverse changes  
c. If Maintain branch request order table was altered, change priority 

level back 
d. Add location back to local hold pickup table  

 
c. Send message to III customer service representative to remove item 

location codes from Request Rule table (copy Help desk; remind them 
about 2 PACs if necessary). 

 
a. Option 1: update items with “temp unavailable” status back to 

“available” just before re-opening  
 
b. Option 2: update suppressed items for closed location back to 

unsuppressed 
 

c. Option 3: reverse all steps  



 
i. Send message to III Union Databases Group customer 

services representative to add location back to table of 
Hold pickup locations (copy Help desk; remind them 
about 2 PACS, if necessary). 

ii. Send message to INN-Reach coordinator to have “temp 
monograph” item type mapped back to INN-Reach 
circulating item type. 

iii. Collect review file of all items with “temp monograph” 
item type (might include locations other than closed 
location if item records were created using “new from old” 
method) and progressively update items back to original 
item type. 

iv. Remove “temp monograph” item type from Rule 
determiner table. 
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